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Eventually, you will completely discover a supplementary experience and triumph by spending
more cash. still when? get you say you will that you require to acquire those every needs with
having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to comprehend even more in relation to the globe, experience,
some places, later history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your extremely own epoch to affect reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now
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Totally Folked
Cipher-Naught
When Ash loses her
boyfriend, she is
consumed by grief,
loneliness, and an
overwhelming sense
of guilt for her
role in not only
his death, but the
deaths of everyone
she has ever loved.
Refusing to let
anyone in for fear
of losing them too,
she becomes
withdrawn, spending
her days reliving
the nightmares from
her past. Until she
meets Luke.
Initially scared by

his intensity and
interest in her,
Ash tries to push
him away. But as
Luke slowly starts
to chip away at the
walls she's built,
Ash finds herself
doing the one thing
she swore she'd
never do again -
falling in love.
When the familiar
feelings Ash had
hoped were long
buried with her
past begin to
resurface, she is
forced to ask
herself if falling
in love again is
really worth the
risk.
The Pearl Thief Wicked
Villains
*Goodreads Choice Award
Finalist for Best Romance *
*Amazon Top 10 Romances
of 2016* *AAR Top 10
Romances of All Time*
From the NEW YORK

TIMES, WALL STREET
JOURNAL, & USA TODAY
bestselling series. Make a
deal with the devil and you
might get what you want,
but will it be what you
need? Jennifer Sylvester
wants one thing, and that
one thing is NOT to be
Tennessee’s reigning
Banana Cake Queen. Ever
the perpetual good girl and
obedient daughter, Jennifer
is buckling under the weight
of her social media
celebrity, her mother’s
ambitions, and her father’s
puritanical mandates.
Jennifer is officially
desperate. And desperate
times call for Cletus
Winston. Cletus Winston is
a puzzle wrapped in a
mystery covered in
conundrum sauce, and now
he’s in a pickle. Despite
being convinced of his own
omniscience, extortion by
the exalted Banana Cake
Queen of Green Valley has
taken him completely by
surprise. So... what’s a
maniacal mastermind to do?
Likely, the last thing you
expect. Beard Science is
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book #3 in the Winston
Brothers series. Each book
is a standalone, full length
(110k words),
contemporary romantic
comedy novel, and follows
the romantic exploits and
adventures of one of the six
Winston Brothers.
The Cad and the Co-Ed
Cipher-Naught
A single night with Megaera
and I'm willing to do anything
to save her from Hades, the
man holding her captive,
victim to his every whim.A
bargain with the devil himself
seems a small price to pay in
order for Megaera to go free...
Until I learn that she's exactly
where she wants to be. She's
Queen to Hades's King. And
I'm the fool that walked right
into their trap. The same fool
who desires them both as
much as I hate them. I can't
resist Megaera's touch-or stop
from being drawn to Hades's
dark desires. By the time I
realize just how deep a game
he's playing, it may be too
late...For all of us.
Grin and Beard It Cipher-Naught
USA TODAY BESTSELLER
How can someone so smokin’
hot be so bad in bed? I mean,
Sean Cassidy is absolute rubbish.
RUBBISH. He is the epitome of
walking, talking false advertising
and I want a refund! Plus he’s an
arsehole. So… what is wrong with
me that I can’t stop thinking
about him? THE PIXIE Lucy
Fitzpatrick doesn’t like rugby. As
the little sister of Ireland’s most

infamous rugby player, Lucy can’t
seem to escape the championship-
sized shadow cast by her big
brother, or her mother’s frequent
attempts to micromanage her
future. Her rainbow hair is as free-
spirited as her quest for inner
peace, yet overbearing
expectations keep bringing her
down. And when she’s down, her
compulsive little problem lands
her in seriously big trouble. THE
PLAYER Sean Cassidy is a cold-
hearted brute… or so he’s been
told. Frequently. By everyone. His
blonde locks, baby blues, and rock
hard bod make ladies all over the
world over drool with desire. As
the rugby world’s second most
infamous player, he should be
basking in his success. But Sean
has never been content settling for
second place, and his frequent
confrontations with Lucy’s big
brother leave him cold. And when
he’s cold, hiscompulsive little
problem lands him in the lap of
Lucy Fitzpatrick. THE PLAN
Sean has a problem only Lucy can
solve. Lucy has a problem only
Sean can fix. The solution seems
obvious: you scratch my back, and
I’ll bail you out of jail. But when
their business arrangement
unexpectedly leaves Sean
scorching hot and Lucy on the
precipice of inner peace, can they
convince the world—and Lucy’s
big brother in particular—that this
is the real deal? Either way, both
the Player and the Pixie are about
to teach each other some pretty
monumental lessons about family,
life, but most importantly, love.
The Pixie and the Player is a full-
length, romantic comedy novel,
can be read as a standalone, and is
the second book in the Rugby
Series.

Dr. Strange Beard Cipher-
Naught
One unforgettable night
leads to an unlikely shared
connection, and unlikely
connections never go
unnoticed by the good folks
in Green Valley, Tennessee.
. . Jackson James follows the
rules. He has to. He’s a
sheriff’s deputy in a super
small town with a super big
personality. However, strict
adherence to the law during
the day has been enjoyably
balanced by rakish rules at
night. Jackson, typically
happy to protect and serve
(and serve, and serve), starts
questioning the value of
wayward evenings when
getting laid starts to feel
more like being waylaid.
Could it be that Green
Valley’s most eligible—and
notorious—bachelor longs
for something (and someone)
real? Mega movie star
Raquel Ezra follows only
one rule: always leave them
wanting more. Studio execs,
reporters, audiences, fans,
lovers—no one can get
enough of the smart, savvy,
and sexy bombshell. But
when “generous offers”
begin to feel more like
excessive demands, years of
always leaving has the
elusive starlet longing for
something (and perhaps
someone) lasting. When
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Raquel abruptly returns to
the quirky Tennessee hamlet,
her path crosses with the
delectable deputy with whom
she spent one unforgettable
night. Unfortunately, scandal
and intrigue soon follow.
Raquel and Jackson must
decide which is more
important: following their
rules? Or, at long last, finding
something real. TOTALLY
FOLKED is a standalone,
contemporary romantic
comedy novel and book #1
in the Good Folk: Modern
Folktales series.
Dating-ish Sivec & Arndt
Keeping a secret this big is going
to take lots of balls. Specifically,
rugby balls. THE CAD Bryan
Leech is a cad. Or, he *was* a
cad. No one is quite certain.
Once the quintessential playboy,
Bryan claims he’s done with
wild parties and weekend
benders. No more one night
stands leading to mornings he
can’t remember; no more
binges and blackouts; no more
exploits plastered all over the
tabloids and rag sheets.
According to Bryan, he’s
cleaning up his act. The only
problem is, no one believes him.
THE CO-ED Eilish Cassidy
never thought she’d be a
mother at nineteen or still in
college at twenty-four. Cut off
from every member of her family
except her favorite cousin, she’s
finally managed put her life back
together. Stronger and wiser,
Eilish enters her last semester of
university determined to stand on
her own. Now she just needs to

find an internship. The only
problem is, her best option—by
far—places her directly in the
path of her son’s father, and he
doesn’t remember her at all.
THE PLAN Bryan is determined
to prove he’s changed. Eager to
settle down with the right woman,
he’s got his sights set on the
gorgeous redhead who seems
terribly familiar. Eilish is
determined to hide her secret.
She’ll do anything to keep her
child safe, even if that means
ignoring her own wishes and
desires. But what happens when
Bryan starts to remember? And
what will it take for Bryan to
convince the girl he forgot that
she’s unforgettable?
Neanderthal Marries Human
Cipher-Naught
Everyone in Green Valley,
Tennessee knows that the six
bearded Winston brothers have
been imbued with an unfair share
of charm and charisma... and are
prone to mischief.
The Player and the Pixie
EverAfter Romance
Subject: Delete this message after
you read it... Dear Hayley, I'm
assuming you're still hungover, so
I'll make this brief. Last night,
you slipped under my sheets
(without my permission), and we
almost had sex. I got the hell out
of the bed once I realized it was
you, and I took you home. That's
the story. The end. Period. Just in
case you've forgotten, you're my
best friend's little sister. We will
never be anything more. (We
can't be anything more.) Our
previous friendship is still
unresolved--or "over" in your
terms, so I'd prefer if we worked
on becoming 'just friends' again
since you're in town. Nonetheless,

I'm not a man who leaves
questions unanswered--even the
drunken ones, so to properly close
our inappropriate conversation: 1)
Yes, I liked the way your lips felt
against mine when you were on
top of me. 2) Yes, I do "prefer"
rough sex, but I'm pretty sure I
wasn't rough with you. 3) No, I
had no idea you were still a
virgin... This message never
happened, Corey
Beard Necessities Cipher
Naught
USA TODAY
BESTSELLING romantic
comedy series 'Dating-ish' can
be read as a standalone, is a
full length 100k word novel,
and is book #6 in the Knitting
in the City Series. There are
three things you need to know
about Marie Harris: 1) She's
fed up with online dating, 2)
She's so fed up, she's willing to
forego the annoyance and
consider more creative
alternatives, and 3) She knows
how to knit. After the most
bizarre and irritating first date
in the history of humankind,
Marie is looking for an
alternative to men. With the
help of her friends, she quickly
identifies a few possibilities:
Need a cuddle? Use a
professional cuddler. Need
affirmation? Get yourself a life
coach. Need an orgasm? Try
orgasm meditation! Why does
she need the hassle of a
romantic partner when she can
meet all her needs with paid
services? But then her irritating
date resurfaces. And he's not at
all the person she thought he
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was. And he suggests a
different--and crazier--solution
to her dilemma . . . As everyone
knows (or will soon come to
realize), traditional relations
between humans are a thing of
the past. Robots are our future.
And if robots are our future,
then why do we need other
people at all?
Heidi's Guide to Four Letter
Words Cipher-Naught
There are three things you
need to know about Sandra
Fielding: 1) She makes all
her first dates cry, 2) She
hasn't been kissed in over
two years, and 3) She knows
how to knit. Sandra has
difficulty removing her
psychotherapist hat. Of her
last 30 dates, 29 have ended
the same way: the man
sobbing uncontrollably.
After one such disaster,
Sandra gives in to a
seemingly harmless
encounter with her hot
waiter, Alex. Argumentative,
secretive, and hostile Alex
may be the opposite of
everything Sandra knows is
right for her. But now, the
girl who has spent all her life
helping others change for the
better, must find a way to
cope with falling for
someone who refuses to
change at all. Love Hacked
is book #3 in the Knitting in
the City series. Each book is
a standalone, full length
(110k words), contemporary

romantic comedy novel, and
follows the misadventures
and exploits of seven friends
in Chicago, all members of
the same knitting group.
Call Me Cali: Book 1:
Blooming Createspace
Independent Pub
When Brandy Tanner fails a
cooking show audition and
her one chance to make it
big as a TV chef...and breaks
up with her boyfriend...and
his apartment, she ends up
on her sister's doorstep with
little more than her mixer
and dog in tow. But her
sister's life takes an
unexpected detour with a job
halfway around the world,
and Brandy is out of options-
again. Forced to move back
in with her parents, Brandy's
life is stacking up like a three-
tiered disaster cake frosted
with disappointment. Can
she overcome her flaws and
summon the courage to face
her mistakes or will this last
crisis leave her dreams
desserted?
Neanderthal Seeks Human
Smashwords Distribution
Ninja at First Sight Cipher-
Naught
2020 Revised and Expanded
edition of Neanderthal Seeks
Human and Neanderthal Marries
Human from the Knitting in the
City Series Neanderthal Seeks
Human, Book #1 in the Knitting
in the City Series “5 stars!!!
Smart, funny, sexy and all around
wonderful!” -Book Babes Unite

Blog “Such a fun read! A quirky,
nerdy, shy girl and a sexy, hot
alpha male.” -Goodreads
reviewer There are three things
you need to know about Janie
Morris:1) She is incapable of
engaging in a conversation
without volunteering TMTI (Too
Much Trivial Information),
especially when she is unnerved, 2)
No one unnerves her more than
Quinn Sullivan, and 3) She
doesn't know how to knit. After
losing her boyfriend, apartment,
and job in the same day, Janie
Morris can't help wondering what
new torment fate has in store. To
her utter mortification, Quinn
Sullivan—aka Sir
McHotpants—witnesses it all then
keeps turning up like a pair of
shoes you lust after but can't
afford. The last thing she expects
is for Quinn to make her an offer
she can't refuse. New York Times
Bestselling Author Penny Reid’s
debut novel! ★ AAR top 100
romances of all time ★
Neanderthal Seeks Human is
book #1 in the Knitting in the
City series. Each book is a
standalone, full length (110k
words), contemporary romantic
comedy novel, and follows the
misadventures and exploits of
seven friends in Chicago, all
members of the same knitting
group. Neanderthal Marries
Human, Book #1.5 in the
Knitting in the City Series
“What an incredibly beautiful,
sexy, swoony, smart and funny
story about family, friends and
love!” - TJ Loves to Read
Romance Book Blog “HOT,
STEAMY AND SEXY!” -
Feeding My Addiction Book
Reviews There are three things
you should know about Quinn
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Sullivan: 1) He is madly in love
with Janie Morris, 2) He’s not
above playing dirty to get what (or
who) he wants, and 3) He
doesn’t know how to knit. After
just five months of dating Janie,
Quinn—former Wendell and
unapologetic autocrat—is ready to
propose marriage. In fact, he’s
more than ready. If it were up to
Quinn, he would efficiently
propose, marry, and beget Janie
with child all in the same
day—thereby avoiding the drama
and angst that accompanies the
four stages of pre-matrimony:
engagement, meeting the parents,
bachelor/bachelorette party, and
overblown, superfluous wedding
day traditions. But Janie, much to
Quinn’s dismay, tosses a wrench
in his efficacious endeavors and
challenges him to prove his
devotion by going through the
matrimonial motions, no matter
how minute and mundane. Will
Quinn last until the wedding day?
Or will he yield to his tyrant
impulses? This book is not a
standalone. It is the sequel to
‘Neanderthal Seeks Human,’
and is book #1.5 in the Knitting
in the City series.
You Don't Know My Name
Cipher-Naught
Rex "TW" McMurtry’s
perpetual single-hood
wouldn't bother him so
much if all his ex-girlfriends
didn't keep marrying the
very next person they dated,
especially when so many of
those grooms are his closest
friends. He may be a pro-
football defensive end for the
Chicago Squalls, but the
press only wants to talk

about how he's always a
groomsman and never a
groom. Rex is sick of being
the guy before the husband,
and he’s most definitely sick
of being the best man at all
their weddings. Bartender
Abigail McNerny is the gal-
pal, the wing-woman, the she-
BFF. She's dated. Once. And
once was more than enough.
Privy to all the sad stories of
her customers,
‘contentment over
commitment’ is her motto,
and Abby is convinced no
one on earth could ever
entice her into a romantic
relationship . . . except that
one guy she’s loved since
preschool. The guy who just
walked into her bar. The guy
who doesn’t recognize her.
The guy who is drunk and
needs a ride home. The guy
who has a proposition she
should definitely refuse.
Just Folking Around Cipher-
Naught
Severine Kassel is asked by
the Louvre in 1963 to aid the
British Museum with
curating its antique
jewellery, her specialty. Her
London colleagues find her
distant and mysterious, her
cool beauty the topic of
conversations around its
quiet halls. No one could
imagine that she is a
desperately damaged
woman, hiding her trauma

behind her chic, French
image. It is only when some
dramatic Byzantine pearls
are loaned to the Museum
that Severine’s poise is
dashed and the tightly
controlled life she’s built
around herself is shattered.
Her shocking revelation of
their provenance sets off a
frenzied hunt for Nazi Ruda
Mayek. Mossad’s interest is
triggered and one of its most
skilled agents comes out of
retirement to join the hunt,
while the one person who can
help Severine – the solicitor
handling the pearls – is
bound by client
confidentiality. As she follows
Mayek’s trail, there is still
one lifelong secret for her to
reveal – and one for her to
discover. From the snowy
woodlands outside Prague to
the Tuileries of Paris and the
heather-covered moors of
Yorkshire comes a
confronting and heart-
stopping novel that explores
whether love and hope can
ever overpower atrocity in a
time of war and hate.
I Love You to Death
WhitGBooks
There are three things you need
to know about Ashley Winston: 1)
She has six brothers and they all
have beards, 2) She is a reader,
and 3) She knows how to knit.
Former beauty queen, Ashley
Winston’s preferred coping
strategy is escapism. She escaped
her Tennessee small town,
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loathsome father, and six brothers
eight years ago. Now she escapes
life daily via her one-click
addiction. However, when a
family tragedy forces her to return
home, Ashley can’t escape the
notice of Drew Runous—local
Game Warden, bear wrestler,
philosopher, and everyone’s
favorite guy. Drew’s irksome
philosophizing in particular makes
Ashley want to run for the
skyscrapers, especially since he
can’t seem to keep his
exasperating opinions— or his
soulful poetry, steadfast support,
and delightful hands— to himself.
Pretty soon the girl who wanted
nothing more than the escape of
the big city finds she’s lost her
heart in small town Tennessee.
Beauty and the Mustache is book
#4 in the Knitting in the City
series, and book #0.5 in the
Winston Brothers series. Each
book is a standalone, full length
(110k words), contemporary
romantic comedy novel, and
follows the misadventures and
exploits of seven friends in
Chicago, all members of the same
knitting group.
Beard with Me Cipher-Naught
The Devil is in the details . . .
Cletus Byron Winston wishes
to marry Jennifer Anne
Donner-Sylvester (aka The
Banana Cake Queen)
posthaste! He’s spent the last
year wanting nothing more
than for the celebrations to be
brief, libations flowing, and
BYOB (bring your own
blueberries). His future mother-
in-law has other plans, plans
his intended has been willing to
indulge, much to Cletus’s
chagrin. Therefore, so must he.

To a point. But truth be told, he
wouldn’t mind if the
meddlesome matriarch
disappeared, at least until the
nuptials are over. On the night
of Cletus and Jenn’s long-
awaited engagement party, just
when the surly schemer is of a
mind to take matters into his
own hands, a shocking event
upends everyone’s best laid
plans and sends the small
hamlet of Green Valley into
complete disarray. The final
months leading up to Cletus
and Jenn’s matrimonial bliss
are plagued with chaos and
uncertainty. Will Cletus and
Jenn finally make it to the altar?
Or will murder and mayhem
derail their happily-ever-after?
And most importantly, who
done it? ‘Marriage and
Murder’ is the second book in
the cozy mystery series Solving
for Pie: Cletus and Jenn
Mysteries. It is best read after
Winston Brothers #3, ‘Beard
Science’ (which can be read
as a standalone) and Solving for
Pie: Cletus and Jenn Mysteries
#1, ‘Engagement and
Espionage.’
Over Us, Over You Macmillan
There are three things you need
to know about Elizabeth Finney:
1) She suffers from severe
sarcastic syndrome, especially
when she's unnerved, 2) No one
unnerves her like Nico
Manganiello, and 3) She knows
how to knit. Elizabeth Finney is
almost always right about
everything: the musical merits of
boy bands are undervalued by
society, “benefits” with human

Ken dolls are better without
friendship, and the sun has set on
her once-in-a-lifetime chance for
true love. But when Elizabeth’s
plans for benefits without
friendship are disarmed by the
irritatingly charismatic and
chauvinistic Nico
Manganiello—her former
nemesis—she finds herself
struggling to maintain the electric
fence around her heart while
avoiding a Nico charisma-
electrocution or, worse, falling in
love. Friends Without Benefits is
book #2 in the Knitting in the
City series. Each book is a
standalone, full length (110k
words), contemporary romantic
comedy novel, and follows the
misadventures and exploits of
seven friends in Chicago, all
members of the same knitting
group.
Beard in Hiding Cipher-
Naught
No one's life is the same in
Temptation, Ohio, after
Sophie and Amy Dempsey
arrive to make a documentary
about the return of film star
Clea Whipple.
Magic Rises Cipher-Naught
Propositioning the Iron
Wraiths’ money man
seemed like a good idea at
the time⋯ Diane
Donner—recently divorced
pillar of polite society—is
craving danger. She’s tired
of playing it safe and she
knows just the sexy criminal
motorcycle man to
proposition for a good time.
Problem is, she doesn’t
actually know his name.
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Jason “Repo” Doe never
takes risks. So when the
queen of local commerce
walks into his club, looking to
get risky and frisky, Jason
knows the smartest thing to
do is save himself a headache
while saving the new
divorcee from her worst
impulses. But then one thing
leads to another, and the
memory of just-one-night
doesn’t feel like enough.
Theirs is a story with no
future, because how can a
dangerous criminal win (and
keep) a queen? ‘Beard In
Hiding’ is book #4.5 in the
Winston Brothers series, is a
full length contemporary
romantic comedy about two
lost souls in their 40s, and is a
companion novel to the
Winston Brothers and
Solving for Pie series. If you
want to get the full immersive
Green Valley world
experience, I recommend
reading ‘Truth or Beard,’
‘Beard Science,’
‘Engagement and
Espionage,’ and
‘Marriage and Murder’
beforehand. ‘Beard In
Hiding’ contains spoilers
for these four books (in
specific).
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